Objectives-The aim of this study is to compare two different methods in assessment of the position of fetal conus medullaris (CM) and to explore the significance for assessment of CM.
P renatal evaluation of the fetal spine is preferably performed using ultrasound, which is widely used, cost-effective, and allows real-time and repeatable examination of the fetus. 1 Several studies have reported that assessment the fetal conus medullaris (CM) position is feasible and may help to detect some spinal lesions. 2, 3 During the fetal development, the CM moves from its origin at the sacral region to its final location (above the L2 vertebra), because the growth rate of the spinal canal is greater than the spinal cord. Some spinal lesions can interfere with this ascent of the spinal cord, leading to the low-lying CM position on prenatal ultrasonography. 4 The abnormal traction of the roots of the nerves on the spinal cord may cause motor and sensory defects in the lower limbs, abnormal reflexes, neurogenic foot abnormalities, and bladder or bowel dysfunction. 5 Therefore, prenatal identification of the level of the CM is potentially significant. Moreover, identifying the position of CM in premature infants is important if lumbar puncture and surgical procedures are needed. 6 There is no accepted standard method for assessing the position of the CM. 7 Traditionally, the level of the CM is determined using the 12th ribs as anatomical landmarks for the 12th thoracic vertebra, but this is challenging to assess using twodimensional ultrasonography. 8 Lei et al 9 examined 150 normal fetuses and 14 fetuses with spina bifida occulta (SBO), using three-dimensional (3D) volume contrast imaging (VCI) to evaluate the position of the CM. They found high intra-observer (kappa index [k] 5 1.0) and interobserver (k 5 0.788) agreement. Hoopmann et al 10 recommended a method of measuring the distance between the CM and the last ventral ossification center of the conus sacrum (CS distance) to estimate the position of the CM. They found a linear relation between CS distance and gestational age (GA), biparietal diameter, and abdominal circumference. The strongest relation is acquired for femur length (FL) (CS 5 28.2 1 FL [mm]). In abnormal fetuses, the CS distance is well below the fifth percentile. Rodriguez et al 11 assessed which of the described methodologies for evaluating CM is more reproducible, finding low reliability for the CM level (concordance between explorers was 57.4%, k 5 0.426) and high reliability for the CS distance (intraclass correlation coefficient
The aim of our study is to compare these two sonographic methods for establishing the position of the CM and to evaluate the use of the CM for detecting fetal spinal lesions.
Materials and Methods
We conducted a retrospective review of pregnancies seen for fetal structure screening between January 2014 and August 2016 at Shengjing Hospital, China Medical University. Each pregnancy was included only once in the study. The use of human data was approved by the institutional ethics committee. Informed consent was obtained from all women for study inclusion.
The normal group consisted of 160 singleton fetuses between 20 and 28 weeks' of gestation. Only pregnancies with a known GA confirmed by firsttrimester sonographic dating and fetuses with a FL between the fifth and 95th percentiles were included. Fetuses in whom it was impossible to identify the CM and the last vertebral body were excluded. Every neonate underwent a neurologic examination after delivery, performed by a pediatrician, to exclude spinal lesions.
The abnormal group consisted of 27 fetuses between 20 and 33 weeks of gestation with spinal lesions diagnosed at our institution; to qualify for inclusion, the postnatal diagnosis had to be available. Eligible fetuses had to have good-quality recognition of the CM and the last vertebral body on sonographic evaluation.
Ultrasonography was performed using a Voluson E8 ultrasound system (GE Healthcare Austria, Kretztechnik, Zipf, Austria) equipped with a 4-to 8-MHz transabdominal transducer. A single sonographer performed all sonographic examinations. From the sagittal planes of the fetal spine, two operators determined whether the CM and the last ossification center of the vertebral body were clearly visualized. Three-dimensional volumes were acquired with the fetal back facing upward at regions of interest that included the last ventral ossification center of the sacrum and at least two thoracic vertebrae, during fetal rest periods with maternal apnea.
Locating the CM Level
The A plane was adjusted to a midsagittal plane of the fetal spine until the CM could be identified as a dark triangular structure with two surrounding echogenic lines at the end of the spinal cord. Then the B plane was self-adjusted to the axial plane of the fetal spine, and the C plane was self-adjusted to coronal plane. Placing the reference point at the most caudal point of the CM and using VCI technique with a slice thickness of 4.0 to 6.0 mm, the vertebral bodies and ribs were clearly visualized in the same plane (C plane). The position of the CM in relation to the vertebral body was located by counting the vertebrae starting from T12, which is identified by the lowest ribs ( Figure 1) . If the CM level was L2, this indicated that the CM position was located at the L2 vertebra, whereas L2/3 indicated that the CM position was located at the intervertebral level between L2 and L3.
Measuring the CS Distance
After adjusting the A plane to the midsagittal plane of the fetal spine until the CM and the last ventral ossification of the sacrum were visualized, the CS distance was measured from the most caudal point of the CM to the last ventral ossification of the sacrum (Figure 2 ). To qualify for inclusion, at least three sacral ossification points were visualized in the second trimester, and four were visualized in the third trimester.
Statistical Analysis
Offline volume analysis was carried out by two blinded operators. Both had more than 5 years of experience in prenatal ultrasonography, and each measurement was performed three times, with the mean value determined for each fetus. Intra-and interobserver variability for CM level location was assessed using the kappa coefficient, which was interpreted as an indicator of excellent ( 0.8), good (0.6-0.79), moderate (0.4-0.59), fair (0.2-0.39), or slight ( < 0.2) agreement. In addition, intra-and interobserver agreement for CS distance measurement was assessed using the ICC. Linear regression analysis of the CS distance as a function of GA and FL was performed, with the variability determined using a coefficient of determination (R 2 ).
Results

Normal Group
A total of 160 fetuses with a mean GA of 26.0 6 3.8 weeks (range, 20 to 28 weeks) were examined; the mean maternal age was 28 years (range, 21 to 36 years). Examiner A could assess the CM level in 141 fetuses (87.5%) and examiner B in 144 fetuses (90%; P 5 .002). In 138 fetuses (86.3%), both examiners could assess the CM level. The kappa values for intra-and interobserver variability in locating the CM level were 0.998 and 0.812, indicating that the intra-and interobserver agreement could be characterized as excellent. Examiner A could measure the CS distance in 153 fetuses (95.6%) and examiner B in 153 fetuses (95.6%; P 5 .002). In 153 fetuses (95.6%), the CS distance could be measured by both examiners. The intra-and interobserver ICC was 0.945 and 0.918, respectively. The postprocessing time required for locating the CM level was less than 30 seconds, and between 30 seconds and 1 minute for measuring the CS distance. A significant association between the GA and CS distance (R 2 5 0.892) and between the FL and CS distance (R 2 5 0.917) was found, with the formula for the GA to CS distance of 2.5 3 GA 2 25.68 and for the FL to CS distance of 1.11 3 FL 2 13.99.
Abnormal Group
A total of 27 fetuses with spinal lesions were examined. The mean GA at the time of ultrasonography examination was 27.6 6 4.7 weeks (range, 20 to 33 weeks), and the mean maternal age was 29 years (range, 20 to 34 years). Examiner A could assess the CM level in 23 fetuses (85.2%), and examiner B in 21 fetuses (77.8%; P 5 .002). In 21 fetuses (77.8%), both examiners could assess the CM level. The kappa values for intra-and interobserver variability in locating the CM level were 0.988 and 0.767, indicating that the intra-observer agreement could be characterized as excellent, and interobserver agreement could be characterized as good. Examiner A could measure the CS distance in 26 fetuses (96.3%) and examiner B in 25 fetuses (92.6%; P 5 .002). In 25 fetuses (92.6%), the CS distance could be measured by both examiners. The intra-and interobserver ICC was 0.938 and 0.908 (Table 1) .
Four fetuses with spina bifida manifesta (SBM), 14 with SBO, three with sacrococcygeal teratoma (ST), two with a vertebral canal cyst (VCC), two with a vertebral canal lipoma (VCL), and two with caudal regression syndrome (CRS) were identified ( Table 2 ). The postnatal diagnosis was confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or autopsy. All four fetuses with SBM demonstrated myelomeningocele. In 4 of the 14 fetuses with SBO, prenatal ultrasonography examination showed only a low-lying position of CM without any other findings. Of these four, by postnatal diagnosis, there was one fetus diagnosed with diastematomyelia and syringomyelia, two diagnosed with dorsal dermal sinuses, and one diagnosed with a dorsal dermal sinus and a lipoma of the filum terminale. One fetus with CRS demonstrated agenesis of the sacrococcygeal spinal column, and the other had agenesis of the coccygeal spinal column.
All fetuses with SBM, SBO, and CRS demonstrated a low-lying position of CM, presenting as the CM level lower than L3, or CS distance below the fifth percentile. All three fetuses with ST had a normal CM. In two fetuses with VCC, one had a low-lying CM and one had a normal CM. In the two fetuses with VCL, one had a low-lying CM and one had a normal CM. Figures 3 and  4 show prenatal ultrasound images and postnatal MRI or ultrasound images for two patients.
Discussion
As has been previously demonstrated, routine assessment of the CM is feasible and may help to detect spinal lesions. There are several studies describing the methodologies to locate the position of CM. Zalel et al 12 studied 110 fetuses at 14 to 40 weeks' gestation and evaluated the level of the CM relative to the vertebrae, detecting a recognizable ascent of the CM in relation to the vertebral column during fetal life. Robbin et al 13 examined 33 fetuses and concluded that the CM level is at L2 to L3 or higher since 19 gestational weeks. Perlitz et al 14 demonstrated the CM level in approximately 70% of 110 fetuses between 20 and 24 gestational weeks, and most of the scanned fetuses (93%) had a CM level at L2, L2/ L3, or L3. In our study, we evaluated the level of the CM in a group of 160 normal fetuses using the 3D VCI technique and located the CM level in approximately 86.3% of fetuses, concluding that the CM was located at or above L3.
In another study, Hoopmann proposed a method to assess the position of the CM by measuring the distance between the CM and the last ventral ossification Table 2 ).The CM (arrow) is S1. Table 2 ). The CM (arrow) is L4.
center of the sacrum, determining a linear relation between the CS and GA, biparietal diameter, abdominal circumference, and FL (the strongest correlation). The results of CS measurements in our study were consistent with those of this study: A high correlation was found between GA and CS distance (CS 5 2.5 3 [GA 2 25.68 mm]) and between FL and the CS distance (CS 5 1.11 3 [FL 2 13.99 mm]).
We compared the feasibility and reproducibility of two 3D ultrasound methods: CM level location and CS measurement, comparing the intra-and interobserver agreement in normal fetuses and fetuses with spinal lesions. In the normal group, we saw high intra-and interobserver agreement for both methods (k > 0.8, ICC > 0.9), a finding that conflicts with the results of Rodriguez, 11 who found little interobserver concordance in CM-level location. The reason for the conflict could be because we excluded fetuses in whom it was not possible to identify the CM, and because we used the 3D VCI technique that allowed for more accurate acquisition of the CM level. Our study had a high success rate for obtaining the CM level and especially the CS distance. One reason for this is that we included only fetuses in whom there was good-quality recognition of the CM and the last vertebral body; another reason is that our study was performed using stored 3D volumes. Because it is uncertain whether the CS distance is obtained more easily than the CM level, further studies are needed to evaluate CS measurements using routine two-dimensional scans. The postprocessing time required for locating the CM level was less than 30 seconds, and 30 seconds to 1 minute for measuring the CS distance, including the calculating time. In our opinion, determining the 3D CM level is more convenient and time-saving than using the CS distance, as no measurements are needed.
As in the normal group, we also had high intra-and interobserver agreement in our abnormal group (k > 0.75, ICC > 0.9). In most fetuses, the CM level was lower than L3, with or without a CS distance below the fifth percentile. In three fetuses with ST, one with VCC, and one with VCL, the CM level was above L3 or the CS distance was within the normal range. We consider it noteworthy that four fetuses with postnatally diagnosed SBO had only a low-lying CM detected on prenatal ultrasound, indicating the significance of prenatal assessment of the CM position.
We acknowledge the limitations of our study. The two methods that assessed the position of CM were not proposed first by our study. However, we compared the application of the two methods in a relative large sample, which may be beneficial for our readers to choose the precise method in clinical application. In addition, the cases of normal group did not get the prenatal or postnatal MRI to exclude the spinal lesions, and the postnatal assessment of their neurodevelopment was performed by different pediatricians who did not use a standard protocol, which might be kept in mind when interpreting our data.
In conclusion, both methods for locating the CM level with the 3D VCI technique and CS distance measurement are feasible and are able to describe the position of the CM in most cases. This allows for rapid assessment of the fetal CM on standard prenatal screening and provides more accurate information on fetal spinal lesions. The determination of the 3D CM level location is more convenient and saves time, because no measurements are needed. We propose the combined use of the CM level location and the CS distance measurement for prenatal diagnosis of fetal spinal lesions.
